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analogues and as-derived spinel oxides†
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The morphologically and compositionally controlled synthesis of coordination polymers and spinel

oxides is highly desirable for realizing new advanced nanomaterial functionalities. Here we develop a

novel and scalable strategy, containing a “copolymer-co-morphology” conception, to shape-controlled

synthesis of various types of Prussian blue analogues (PBAs). Three series of PBAs MyFe1−y[Co(CN)6]0.67·

nH2O (MyFe1−y–Co, M = Co, Mn and Zn) with well-controlled morphology have been successfully pre-

pared through this strategy. Using MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs as the model, by increasing the relative content of

Mn, flexible modulation of the morphology could be easily realized. In addition, a series of porous

MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices with well-inherited morphologies and defined cation distribution could be

obtained through a simple thermal treatment of the PBAs. All these results demonstrate the good

universality of this novel strategy. When evaluated as an electrocatalyst, the octahedral-site MnIII/MnIV

content in MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4, mainly determined by sensitive 57Fe Mössbauer in combination with X-ray

photoelectron spectroscopic techniques, was discovered to be directly correlated with the oxygen

reduction/evolution reaction (ORR/OER) activity.

Introduction

Porous spinel oxides have recently received increasing atten-
tion worldwide linked to a wide range of applications, such as
in biomedicine, energy storage and conversion, and
catalysis.1–6 Their physicochemical properties are considered
to be highly sensitive to the morphology, composition, distri-
bution and oxidation state of cations, and structural
parameters,6–9 which greatly depend on the synthesis con-
ditions. The traditional synthesis techniques of spinel oxides,
including sol–gel processing,10 co-precipitation,11 and thermal

decomposition,12 generally require relatively complicated
experimental processes. On the other hand, spinel oxides pre-
pared by the traditional methods usually possess a large par-
ticle size and a low surface area, which largely limits their
catalysis activity. Therefore, despite continuous efforts, the
facile strategies to fabricate porous spinel oxide nanoparticles
with controlled morphology, cation distribution, and relative
high surface are still challenging.

Coordination polymers (CPs), such as porous coordination
polymers (PCPs), metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), and Prus-
sian blue analogues (PBAs), with adjustable framework compo-
sitions and pore structures, show great potential in various
applications such as in adsorption, catalysis, gas storage, and
so on.13–17 One new burgeoning direction among these fields
is their use as a promising precursor or a sacrificial template
to construct the corresponding morphology-inherited porous
spinel oxides.18–27 As has been widely accepted, the shape and
size are both important factors to fine-tune the properties of
the CPs. Therefore, precise control of shape and chemical
composition allows one not only to observe the unique pro-
perties of the CPs but also to tune their physicochemical pro-
perties as desired. More important, spinel oxides with well-
defined shape and cation distribution are expected to be
obtained by simple thermal treatment of the CPs. Despite
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various methods, including hydrothermal methods,19 reverse
microemulsion,28,29 microwave-assisted,30,31 and chemical
etching,32 have been developed to realize the morphologically
controlled synthesis of CPs, facile and environmentally-
friendly approaches are still lacking and highly desirable.

Previously, we have synthesized the well-defined and strik-
ingly monomorphic single-crystalline Pt nanoflowers through
a large amount of iodine ions mediated process.33 Ion modu-
lation is therefore considered to be an excellent method to
realize morphology control. When modulating the relative
content of the M ion in PBAs MyFe1−y[Co(CN)6]0.67·nH2O
(MyFe1−y–Co, M = Co, Mn and Zn), the solid solution of the
MyFe1−y–Co PBA copolymer could be easily obtained.34–36

However, whether a specific morphology of the copolymer
could also be inherited from such a strategy is still unknown.
Therefore, it is of great interest and importance to confirm
this novel strategy for the shape-controlled synthesis, more-
over, the morphologically controlled PBA copolymers are con-
sidered to have great potential to serve as promising
precursors for porous spinel oxides with well-defined shapes,
cation distribution and high surface area.

Herein, we have successfully synthesized a series of
MnyFe1−y–Co PBA nano-dices with well-controlled morphology
and composition by simply modulating the relative content of
Mn. Based on the fact that three series of MyFe1−y–Co PBAs
(M = Co, Mn and Zn) with well-controlled morphology have
been successfully prepared through this novel and scalable
strategy, a “copolymer-co-morphology” conception was unpre-
cedentedly proposed. In addition, followed by a further
thermal decomposition process of the as-prepared PBAs, a
series of porous spinel MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices with
well-inherited morphology could be successfully obtained. 57Fe
Mössbauer spectroscopy provides an excellent tool for probing
the cation distribution in the as-prepared spinel oxides. The
series of MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices are considered to be
beneficial for in-depth exploration of the relationship between
the structure and catalytic performance of spinel oxides. When
evaluated as electrocatalysts, the octahedral-site MnIII/MnIV

content was discovered to be directly correlated with the
oxygen reduction/evolution reaction (ORR/OER) activity.

Experimental
Synthesis of PBAs with controlled morphology

MnyFe1−y[Co(CN)6]0.67·nH2O (MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs; 0 < y < 1)
nano-dices were prepared by the reaction of FeCl2·4H2O and
Mn(NO3)2 mixture with K3[Co(CN)6] in aqueous PVP solution.
Typically, desired amounts of FeCl2·4H2O and Mn(NO3)2
(totally 9 mM) were dissolved in 40 mL deionized water with
PVP (1.2 g). Then 40 mL aqueous K3[Co(CN)6] solution (5 mM)
was slowly added into the premixed solution under vigorous
stirring. The obtained colloid solution was further stirred for
another 30 min and aged for 20 h. The resulting precipitates
were centrifuged and washed three times with a mixture of
ethanol and deionized water, followed by drying in an oven at

333 K for 20 h. CoyFe1−y–Co and ZnyFe1−y–Co PBA nanospheres
were also synthesized by a similar process but with
CoCl2·6H2O and Zn(NO3)2·6H2O as the metal precursors to
replace Mn(NO3)2, respectively. Fe–Co, Mn–Co, Co–Co, and
Zn–Co PBAs were prepared by the same method using only
one metal precursor.

Synthesis of MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices

To obtain the MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 (0 < x < 1.8) nano-dices, the
obtained MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs were heated at 773 K and kept for
1 h under ambient conditions.

Characterization

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were collected on a PANa-
lytical X’Pert-Pro X-ray diffractometer equipped with a Cu Kα
(λ = 0.15406 nm) radiation source in the 2θ range from 10° to
80°. The morphologies and structures of the samples were
characterized by high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy (HR-TEM, JEM-2100F) and field-emission scanning
electron microscopy (FESEM, JSM 7800F). The sample compo-
sitions were analyzed using energy dispersive X-ray spectro-
meter (EDS) measurements and Thermo IRIS Intrepid II
inductively coupled with plasma-optical emission spectroscopy
(ICP-OES). The specific surface areas were analyzed on a Micro-
meritics ASAP 2010 instrument with the Brunauer–Emmett–
Teller (BET) N2 adsorption–desorption method at 77 K, and
the pore size distributions were analyzed by the Barrett–
Joyner–Halenda (BJH) method. The thermo-gravimetric and
differential scanning calorimetry (TG-DSC) analyses were per-
formed on a Setaram Setsys 16/18 thermo-analyzer at a heating
rate of 10 K min−1 in air flow. The X-ray photoelectron spectra
(XPS) were recorded on a ESCALAB 250 X-ray photoelectron
spectroscope equipped with a monochromated Al Kα source.
The spectra were fitted by XPSPEAK41 software using a Shirley-
type background. Room-temperature and 77 K 57Fe Mössbauer
spectra were recorded using a WissEl/MSPCA spectrometer.
The γ-ray radioactive source was 57Co in a Rh matrix at room
temperature; the transmitted photons were detected using a
proportional counter. The 77 K Mössbauer spectra were
recorded on a CF 506 Oxford continuous flow cryostat. The
velocity scale of the Mössbauer spectra is given with respect to
α-Fe at room temperature.

Electrochemical measurements

The working electrodes consist of 2.5 mg active material and
2.5 mg conductive carbon powder (Vulcan XC-72, Cabot Corp)
mixed with 2 mL of ethanol and 30 μL of 5 wt% Nafion solu-
tion (DuPont). Then 20 μL of the ink was pipetted on a cleaned
glassy carbon electrode and the solvent was evaporated at
room temperature. The electrochemical experiments were
carried out in a conventional three-electrode cell. The electro-
chemical experiments were performed in O2 or N2 saturated
0.1 M NaOH solution at room temperature. A Pt wire was used
as a counter electrode and a Hg/HgO electrode in 0.1 M NaOH
solution acted as a reference electrode. All the potentials in
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this paper have been converted to values vs. reversible hydro-
gen electrode (RHE) after calibration.

Results and discussion

Our strategy for synthesizing a PBA copolymer with different
morphologies, based on a “copolymer-co-morphology” con-
ception, is depicted in Fig. 1. When using Fe or M (M = Mn,
Co, Zn) salt as the precursor, Fe–Co and M–Co PBA with
different morphologies could be obtained by the same syn-
thetic method, which is similar to the previous reports.37–39

When mixing two kinds of PBAs into a solid solution,34,35 by
simultaneously using Fe and M salts as the precursors, the
MyFe1−y–Co PBA copolymer could be easily obtained. It is of
great interest and importance to discover that a specific mor-
phology of the copolymer could also be inherited from such a
strategy. A more fascinating phenomenon is that, the final
morphology of the PBA copolymer seems to inherit both the
shape features of two parent PBAs. The corresponding TEM
and SEM images of the PBAs are shown in Fig. 2 and S1,†
when mixing into a solid solution of the Fe–Co and Co–Co
PBA, we observe that the obtained CoyFe1−y–Co copolymer
(with the co-morphology feature of “small” and “truncated-
sphere”) inherit the shape feature of “truncated-sphere” from
Fe–Co PBA and “small” from Co–Co PBA. The regular change
of the morphology of CoyFe1−y–Co PBA copolymers was also
observed in our previous report,36 further supporting the co-
morphology feature of the PBA copolymers. The ZnyFe1−y–Co
copolymer (with the co-morphology feature of “big” and
“round”) inherited the shape feature of “big” from Fe–Co PBA

and “round” from Zn–Co PBA. The MnyFe1−y–Co copolymer
(with the co-morphology feature of “cube” and “truncated-
sphere”) inherited the shape feature of “truncated-sphere”
from Fe–Co PBA and “cube” from Mn–Co PBA. All these results
demonstrate the existence of a co-morphology phenomenon in
the PBA copolymers.

To further investigate the interesting co-morphology
phenomenon of the copolymer, MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs with
different content of Mn were prepared and characterized by
FESEM (Fig. 3). It can be clearly observed that all of the pre-
pared MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs have an extremely uniform mor-
phology. More important, a regular change of the morphology
with the Mn content increasing could be observed. The size of
the cross-section, shown in Fig. 3G–J, gradually increases with
the Mn content increasing, which demonstrated the crucial
impact of Mn content on the morphology of the PBA copoly-
mers. These results further demonstrate that the MnyFe1−y–Co
copolymer contains both the shape feature of Fe–Co (trun-
cated-sphere) and Mn–Co (cube) PBA, the increasing of Mn
content makes the co-morphology to become more and more
cube-like. In fact, these findings exactly reflects one of the
most intuitive “doping rules”, which suggests that doping
could induce the change in the crystal structure and thus exhi-
bits a significant influence on the final morphology.40–42

Herein, we have regarded this novel conception for morpho-
logically controlled synthesis as “copolymer-co-morphology”.
By using MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs as the model, systematic experi-
ments and characterization were performed to give a deep-
insight into this novel shape-controlled strategy as well as its
potential application.

Fig. 1 Schematic illustration of the “copolymer-co-morphology” con-
ception for shape-controlled synthesis of Prussian blue analogues and
as-derived spinel oxides: if polymers “A” (Fe–Co PBA) and “B” (M–Co
PBA) with different morphology could be prepared using the same
method, the as-prepared copolymer “AB” (MyFe1−y–Co PBA) would have
one certain morphology, which inherited both the shape feature of
polymers “A” and “B”. The morphologies were drawn according to the
SEM or TEM results (Fig. S1†), the small colorful balls were used to
reflect the changing of the composition.

Fig. 2 TEM images of (A) Co–Co, (B) Zn–Co, (C) Mn–Co, (D)
Co0.5Fe0.5–Co, (E) Zn0.5Fe0.5–Co, (F) Fe–Co, (G) Mn0.5Fe0.5–Co PBA.
FESEM images of (H) Zn0.5Fe0.5–Co, (I) Fe–Co PBAs.
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The chemical compositions of MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs were ana-
lyzed by EDS, as shown in Fig. S2–S5 and Table S1.† Fig. 4A
shows the XRD patterns of MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs. All MnyFe1−y–
Co PBAs exhibit strong diffraction peaks at similar positions,
and all peaks could be assigned to Fe3[Co(CN)6]2·nH2O (JCPDS
no. 89-3736), indicating the high crystallinity and a pure phase
PBA structure.

The as-prepared MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs could be simply trans-
formed into MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices by a further
thermal decomposition process in air at 773 K. As indicated in
TG analysis (Fig. S6†), the decomposition process of Mn–Co or
Fe–Co PBA could be divided into two stages, and the total
weight loss ratio is ca. 50.7% or 44.9%, respectively. The
weight loss in the two stages, below and above 553 K, is due to
the removal of water and the decomposition of the organic
ligands, respectively. In the latter stage, the MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs
are oxidized into MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices and the
organic ligands are oxidized into gases (CO2, NOx, etc.).

The crystallographic structure and phase purity of the
MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices were examined by XRD, and the
results are shown in Fig. 4B. All the characteristic diffraction
peaks are identical to those of spinel, e.g., CoFe2O4 (JCPDS no.
22-1086). The slight shift of the peak positions towards high
angles indicates the presence of Mn doping in the as-prepared
materials. The chemical compositions of MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4

nano-dices were analyzed by EDS (Fig. S7–10 and Table S2†),
and further confirmed by ICP-OES. The average crystallite sizes
of MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices were calculated using the
Scherrer equation, as shown in Table 1, all of them were found
to have a similar crystallite size.

The detailed morphological and structural features of
MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices were characterized by FESEM.
As shown in Fig. 5B–E, it is interesting to note that the

Fig. 3 FESEM images of MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs: (A) Fe–Co PBA, (F) Mn–Co PBA, (B, G) Mn0.2Fe0.8–Co PBA, (C, H) Mn0.4Fe0.6–Co PBA, (D, I) Mn0.6Fe0.4–
Co PBA, (E, J) Mn0.8Fe0.2–Co PBA.

Fig. 4 XRD patterns of (A) MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs and (B) MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4

nano-dices.
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MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices formed after the thermal treat-
ment inherited well the morphology of MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs.
Extremely uniform morphologies of the MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4

nano-dices, similar to the dices, were obtained. Moreover, with
the increase of Mn content, a regular change in the mor-
phology of MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices could also be
observed, which is well-inherited from the MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs.
As shown in Fig. 5M, the lattice spacing of 0.47 nm corre-
sponds well to the (111) plane of spinel-type CoFe2O4. In
addition, the element mapping of Mn0.6Fe1.2Co1.2O4 and
Mn1.4Fe0.4Co1.2O4 is shown in Fig. 5G–L and S11,† respectively,
illustrating the homogeneous distribution of Mn, Fe, Co and O
species in the porous MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices. Fig. S12†
shows the FESEM images of one broken particle, which clearly
indicated the porous and hollow properties of MnxFe1.8−x-
Co1.2O4 nano-dices. It can be observed that the surface of
MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 is very rough and composed of closely
packed small nanoparticles. The selected area electron diffrac-
tion (Fig. 5N) further confirms the polycrystalline texture of
MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices, which is in good accordance
with the XRD results. The texture and porosity of the samples
were also characterized by measuring the nitrogen adsorption
desorption isotherms (Fig. S13†). The porous structure gave
rise to a high BET surface area for all MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-
dices (Table 1), which is much higher than those of the

reported spinel oxides.4,43 Such a series of porous MnxFe1.8−x-
Co1.2O4, with uniform morphologies, similar crystallite sizes
and BET surface area, are beneficial for an in-depth explora-
tion of the relationship between the structure and catalytic per-
formance of spinel oxides.

As has been well accepted, the cation distribution influ-
ences considerably the properties of spinel oxides, which may
behave very different when the cations of a particular type are
octahedrally or tetrahedrally coordinated.44 The cation distri-
bution of the as-prepared MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices was
determined by the 57Fe Mössbauer technique in combination
with XPS. The 77 K 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of MnxFe1.8−x-
Co1.2O4 nano-dices are shown in Fig. 6A and the relevant Möss-
bauer parameters are shown in Table S3.† The spectra were
fitted with thirteen sextets which follow approximately the
binomial distribution of the iron and non-iron cations.45–47 A
detailed explanation of the binomial model could be found in
Text S1.† The isomer shift (IS) range (0.32–0.53 mm s−1)
suggests the presence of FeIII ions in the high-spin valence
state in these spinel oxides. There is a definite difference
between the IS values for A-site and B-site FeIII ions. The bond
separation of Fe–O is larger for B-sites as compared to that for
A-sites and thus a larger isomer shift at B-sites is expected.48

According to this, the obtained seven sextets (green) were
assigned to the A-site FeIII and the other six (orange) were

Table 1 The chemical compositions, cation distribution, ratios of different cation, surface area, average crystallite size of MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-
dices

Sample Cation distribution CoII/CoIII MnII/MnIII/MnIV BET (m2 g−1) Crystallite size (nm)

Mn0.3Fe1.5Co1.2O4 (Fe0.45Co0.55)
A [Fe1.04Mn0.31Co0.65]

B 71/29 62/22/16 85 9.1
Mn0.6Fe1.2Co1.2O4 (Fe0.56Co0.44)

A [Fe0.66Mn0.56Co0.77]
B 75/25 37/42/21 86 9.3

Mn1.0Fe0.8Co1.2O4 (Fe0.50Co0.50)
A [Fe0.33Mn0.98Co0.70]

B 66/34 17/51/32 80 8.6
Mn1.4Fe0.4Co1.2O4 (Fe0.22Co0.78)

A [Fe0.18Mn1.39Co0.43]
B 66/34 19/50/31 67 8.1

The chemical compositions were analyzed by EDS and ICP, the cation distribution was obtained from the analysis of Mössbauer spectra, the
ratios of different cations were obtained and analyzed by XPS, and the average crystallite size was calculated using the Scherrer equation.

Fig. 5 FESEM images of (A) Fe1.8Co1.2O4; (B) Mn0.3Fe1.5Co1.2O4; (C) Mn0.6Fe1.2Co1.2O4; (D) Mn1.0Fe0.8Co1.2O4; (E) Mn1.4Fe0.4Co1.2O4; (F) Mn1.8Co1.2O4.
(G–L) EDX mappings; (M) HR-TEM images; and (N) SAED pattern of porous Mn0.6Fe1.2Co1.2O4 nano-dices.
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assigned to the B-site FeIII. Therefore, a definite ratio of FeIII at
the A and B sites of the spinel oxides was determined and
shown in Table S3.† Substituting Mn for Fe has an overall
effect of decreasing the hyperfine field (Hhf) at both the A and B
sites, which is because the Mn–O–Fe superexchange is not as
strong as the Fe–O–Fe superexchange. Of the three cations Co,
Fe, and Mn, it has been reported that Mn tends to substitute
into the B sites and displaces Co onto the A sites.49 Therefore,
the most possible cation distribution of the MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4

nano-dices was estimated and shown in Table 1.
The room temperature 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of

MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices are shown in Fig. 6B and the
relevant parameters are shown in Table S4.† The spectra were
fitted with two sextets or together with two quadrupole doub-
lets. According to the IS and quadruple splitting (QS),50 the
wide and narrow doublets could be assigned to the B-site and
the A-site FeIII of the spinel oxides, respectively. A similar FeIII

ratio at both the A and B sites of the spinel oxides was
detected, which is also consistent with the XPS results
(Fig. S17†), further confirming the cation distribution of the
as-prepared nano-dices.

Recently, spinel oxides have been demonstrated to show
promising performance as advanced ORR/OER catalysts for
metal–air batteries and fuel cells.2,9,51 However, a comprehen-
sive and in-depth insight into the relationship between the
structure/composition and the catalytic performance of these
spinel oxides is still urgently needed. Therefore, the as-
prepared series of porous spinel MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-
dices, with uniform morphologies, similar crystallite sizes and
BET surface area, and definite cation distribution, may offer a
promising approach to give an insight into this point and
guide the design of advanced spinel oxide materials.

Therefore, the electrochemical properties of the samples
were measured to investigate the relationship between cation
distribution and catalytic performance of the MnxFe1.8−x-
Co1.2O4 nano-dices. The CV curves (Fig. 7A) are very similar to
those found in the literature and the redox peaks are associ-
ated with a series of redox processes.52–54 Two pairs of redox
peaks in the range of 0.46–0.76 V and 0.79–1.15 V are related
to the redox couple of MnII/MnIII and MnIII/MnIV, respect-
ively.54,55 The latter peak shows a negative shift on moving
from x = 0.6 to x = 1.0 in MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices, which
may be related to the degree of Jahn–Teller distortion of the
B-site. MnIII (d4, high spin) ions in the spinel oxides can be
stabilized by Jahn–Teller distortion.7 Therefore, as the degree
of Jahn–Teller distortion is decreasing upon increasing x, the
oxidation of MnIII to MnIV becomes easier. It also can be seen
that the magnitude of the MnIII/MnIV redox peak as the nega-
tive sweeping curve reaches the maximum value for the
MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 with x = 1.0, suggesting more MnIII/MnIV

species on the surface. The CVs in O2-saturated 0.1 M NaOH
solution (Fig. S18†) further supports our discussion.

The initial ORR curves, recorded without precycling to
avoid any possible transformation of the surface cation
valence are shown in Fig. 7B. As can be seen, the initial ORR
catalytic activity decreases in the following order:
Mn1.0Fe0.8Co1.2O4 > Mn1.4Fe0.4Co1.2O4 > Mn0.6Fe1.2Co1.2O4 >
Mn0.3Fe1.5Co1.2O4. The half-wave potential of the ORR curve
for the most active catalyst, Mn1.0Fe0.8Co1.2O4, is 52 mV posi-
tive compared to that for the worst one. A similar tendency of
activity variation is also reflected by the Tafel plots, which
could eliminate the influence of oxygen diffusion, as shown in
Fig. 7D. Spinel oxides have been widely investigated as a cata-
lyst for OER.56 The initial OER performances of the samples

Fig. 6 (A) 77 K 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices fitted follow the binomial distribution of the iron and non-iron cations. The
spectra were fitted with thirteen sextets. In agreement with the fitted IS values, seven sextets (green) were assigned to the tetrahedral-site (A-site)
FeIII and the other six (orange) were assigned to the octahedral-site (B-site) FeIII. (B) Room temperature 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4

nano-dices. The cyan sextet and green doublets were assigned to the tetrahedral-site (A-site) FeIII, the yellow sextet and orange doublets were
assigned to the octahedral-site (B-site) FeIII.
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were also evaluated and the results are shown in Fig. 7C.
Again, the OER catalytic activity follows the same tendency as
the ORR activity.

It was reported that, in the electro-catalysis of spinel oxides
for ORR/OER, the cations at B-sites may play an important role
through the involvement of their d-orbitals in the chemisorp-
tion of O2 on the surface.57 In addition, both CoIII and MnIII

were reported to be responsible for the electrochemical pro-
perties.54 When considering our system, as shown in Table 1,
Co distributes almost equally among the A and B sites of the
spinel oxides, whereas the content of B-site Mn is found to be
increasing. The tendency of ORR/OER activity of MnxFe1.8−x-
Co1.2O4 nano-dices indicates that the B-site Mn is involved as a
more crucial factor but not the only one for the electrochemi-
cal properties, which may also be affected by the valence of the
surface Mn species.

Thus, XPS was employed to investigate the valence state of
cations on the MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices surface. Fig. 8A
shows the high resolution XPS spectra of Co 2p on the
MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 surface. A spin–orbit doublet of Co 2p1/2
and Co 2p3/2 with a binding energy gap of 15.4 eV forms the
Co 2p spectra. Two peaks with binding energies located at
779.6 and 781.8 eV could be assigned to the CoII and CoIII,
respectively, whereas the other two peaks with binding ener-
gies located at 785.0 and 788.7 eV could be attributed to the
satellite peak.54 The relative intensities of CoII/CoIII analyzed
from the XPS spectra of MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices are sum-
marized in Table 1. It can be seen that the relative contents of

CoII and CoIII remain almost unchanged (less than 5%), which
is consistent with Mössbauer results, suggesting that Co is not
the main factor to affect the ORR/OER catalytic activity of
MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices.

Fig. 8B shows the high resolution XPS spectra of Mn 2p on
the MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 surface. A spin–orbit doublet of Mn 2p1/2
and Mn 2p3/2 with a binding energy gap of 11.5 eV forms the
Mn 2p spectra. The Mn 2p spectra for all samples display four
peaks with binding energies positioned at 640.4, 641.5, 642.9,
and 644.9 eV, which could be assigned to MnII, MnIII, MnIV,
and the satellite peak, respectively.58 The O 1s spectra for the
MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices (Fig. S19†), exhibiting a distinct
shifting of the binding energies of lattice oxygen, further con-
firms the similar variation trend of the surface Mn valence
state. The relative intensities of MnII/MnIII/MnIV are summar-
ized in Table 1. It can be seen that the contents of surface
MnIII/MnIV increase from x = 0.4 to x = 1.0 in MnxFe1.8−x-
Co1.2O4 nano-dices, which is agreeable to the trend obtained
from the electrochemical CV analysis, and is consistent with
the trend of the ORR/OER activity. It should be noted that the
continued increase of the relative content of Mn to x = 1.4,
could not further increase the content of surface MnIII/MnIV,
taking into account the lower specific surface area, is probably
the main reason for the slight decrease of the ORR/OER
activity for Mn1.4Fe0.4Co1.2O4.

Fig. 9 and S20† show the structure–function correlations
between the ORR/OER activities and the relative contents of
the A-site or B-site M ions of MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices. As

Fig. 7 (A) Cyclic voltammograms; (B) ORR and (C) OER polarization curves; and (D) Tafel plots of MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices. The scan rate is
10 mV s−1, and the rotation rate is 1600 rpm. Electrolyte: O2-saturated 0.1 M NaOH solution for ORR; N2-saturated 0.1 M NaOH solution for CV and
OER curves.
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can be seen, the trend of the half-wave potential of the ORR
curve and the current density at 1.7 V of the OER curve were
very similar to that of the B-site MnIII/MnIV content of the cata-
lysts. The corresponding data are shown in Table S5† and the
scheme of the structure–function correlations of MnxFe1.8−x-
Co1.2O4 spinel oxides is shown in Fig. S21.†

The ORR and OER activities of Mn1.0Fe0.8Co1.2O4 were also
compared with that of Fe1.8Co1.2O4 and Mn1.8Co1.2O4 (Fig. S22
and S23†). Mn1.0Fe0.8Co1.2O4 shows a much better ORR and
OER performance, which indicates that the surface MnIII/MnIV

content of Mn1.0Fe0.8Co1.2O4 is much higher. This is also con-
sistent with the CV results shown in Fig. S24.† All these results
clearly demonstrate that the B-site MnIII/MnIV content is the
main factor for the electro-catalysis ORR/OER activity.

Conclusions

In summary, we have developed a novel and scalable strategy
to synthesize various types of MnyFe1−y–Co PBAs with a well-
controlled morphology. This strategy contains a “copolymer-
co-morphology” conception and could be expanded to the
preparation of other PBA copolymers, such as ZnyFe1−y–Co and
CoyFe1−y–Co PBAs with special morphology. Through a further
thermal decomposition process in air, a series of porous
spinel MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices with well-inherited mor-
phology, similar crystallite size and high specific surface area
could be obtained. 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy provides an
excellent tool for probing the cation distribution in the as-
prepared spinel oxides. When evaluated as an electrocatalyst,
the octahedral-site MnIII/MnIV content was discovered to be
directly correlated with the oxygen reduction/evolution reac-
tion (ORR/OER) activity. We anticipate that our “copolymer-co-
morphology” conception will be beneficial for morphologically
controlled syntheses of other types of CPs and spinel oxides.
In addition, the series of MnxFe1.8−xCo1.2O4 nano-dices may
give us great opportunity for an in-depth exploration of the
relationship between the structure and catalytic performance
of spinel oxides.
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